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Abstract Ongoing declines in biodiversity caused by global environmental changes call

for adaptive conservation management, including the assessment of habitat suitability

spatiotemporal dynamics potentially affecting species persistence. Remote sensing (RS)

provides a wide-range of satellite-based environmental variables that can be fed into

species distribution models (SDMs) to investigate species-environment relations and

forecast responses to change. We address the spatiotemporal dynamics of species’ habitat

suitability at the landscape level by combining multi-temporal RS data with SDMs for

analysing inter-annual habitat suitability dynamics. We implemented this framework with

a vulnerable plant species (Veronica micrantha), by combining SDMs with a time-series of

RS-based metrics of vegetation functioning related to primary productivity, seasonality,

phenology and actual evapotranspiration. Besides RS variables, predictors related to

landscape structure, soils and wildfires were ranked and combined through multi-model
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inference (MMI). To assess recent dynamics, a habitat suitability time-series was generated

through model hindcasting. MMI highlighted the strong predictive ability of RS variables

related to primary productivity and water availability for explaining the test-species dis-

tribution, along with soil, wildfire regime and landscape composition. The habitat suit-

ability time-series revealed the effects of short-term land cover changes and inter-annual

variability in climatic conditions. Multi-temporal SDMs further improved predictions,

benefiting from RS time-series. Overall, results emphasize the integration of landscape

attributes related to function, composition and spatial configuration for improving the

explanation of ecological patterns. Moreover, coupling SDMs with RS functional metrics

may provide early-warnings of future environmental changes potentially impacting habitat

suitability. Applications discussed include the improvement of biodiversity monitoring and

conservation strategies.

Keywords Species distribution models � Habitat suitability dynamics � Vulnerable

species � Biodiversity monitoring � Remote sensing � MODIS NDVI time-series

Introduction

Despite the increasing number of conservation initiatives, the rate of biodiversity loss does

not appear to be diminishing, nor do the pressures upon species and their habitats

(Butchart et al. 2010). Recent quantitative scenarios of biodiversity change consistently

indicate that this decline will continue throughout the twenty first century, with global

environmental changes and land-use shifts driving alterations in terrestrial ecosystems

(Pereira et al. 2010). As a response, the Aichi Biodiversity Targets for 2011–2020 were

devised by parties of the Convention for Biological Diversity (CBD 2010) and supported

the definition of new conservation targets for 2020 in Europe (European Union 2011).

Measuring progress towards these goals is therefore crucial and requires robust and long-

term monitoring data on status and trends to assess habitat changes potentially impacting

biodiversity (Magurran et al. 2010).

Effective local-scale conservation requires an accurate identification of habitat areas

supporting species at higher risk of decline, as well as an assessment of how land man-

agement constrains or contributes to maintain viable populations of wild species (Pren-

dergast et al. 1999). As such, identifying the drivers determining species distributions is at

the core of applied ecological research aimed to prevent further loss of biodiversity

(Butchart et al. 2010). Species distribution models (SDMs) combine observations of

species occurrence or abundance with the spatial representation of environmental factors to

predict species distributions (Elith and Leathwick 2009; Guisan and Zimmerman 2000).

They are widely used to describe patterns, to deliver spatiotemporal predictions at several

scales (Elith and Leathwick 2009) and to address fundamental questions such as the

ecological impacts of climate and land-use changes (Broennimann et al. 2006). SDMs have

also shown their potential for management and conservation of vulnerable and rare species,

for which distribution data are often scarce, biased and/or incomplete (Gogol-Prokurat

2011; Guisan et al. 2006; Lomba et al. 2010; Sousa-Silva et al. 2014).

Remote sensing (RS) has strongly contributed to improve ecosystems and biodiversity

monitoring as well as the development of SDMs (Bradley and Fleishman 2008; He et al.

2015; Nagendra et al. 2013; Skidmore et al. 2015). By providing repeated and synoptic

measures of the Earth surface, RS offers a cost-effective approach to measure biodiversity
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and predict changes in species composition (Rocchini et al. 2016). Technologies based on

RS can also provide data on habitat quantity and quality, with positive feedbacks for

conservation management (Mairota et al. 2015; Vaz et al. 2015). RS data products,

available at multiple spatial and temporal resolutions, from multi- or hyperspectral sensors,

as well as, light detection and ranging (LiDAR) and RADAR missions can further improve

SDM performance and form the backbone for next-generation SDMs (He et al. 2015).

Often, satellite data are used in the form of spectral vegetation indices, which are math-

ematical combinations of two or more spectral bands selected to describe the biophysical

parameters of interest (Jones and Vaughan 2010). The normalised difference vegetation

index (NDVI) is one of the most widely used vegetation indices in ecological applications

(Pettorelli et al. 2014). NDVI is regarded as a proxy of chlorophyll content in plants, or

vegetation vigour, and indirectly of aboveground net primary production, absorbed pho-

tosynthetically active radiation (Kerr and Ostrovsky 2003) and leaf area index (Wang et al.

2005).

Currently available time-series of satellite data with high-temporal resolutions (such as

those available from the MODerate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer, MODIS)

greatly enhance the ability to assess and monitor both inter-annual (e.g., trends, landscape

change) and intra-annual (e.g., seasonal changes, phenology) aspects of vegetation and

ecosystem dynamics (Cabello et al. 2012; Heumann et al. 2007; Pettorelli et al. 2014).

Various metrics of vegetation functioning, either related with overall productivity/biomass

(e.g., maximum annual value, relative range) or with phenology (e.g., dates of the start, end

and peak of the growing-season), can be derived from NDVI time-series (Alcaraz et al.

2006; Jönsson and Eklundh 2004). These metrics were successfully used, for example, to

model tree species distribution (Cord et al. 2014), to assess phenological changes (Jönsson

et al. 2010), and to predict breeding bird species richness (Coops et al. 2009). Besides

vegetation indices, other RS-based variables have been used for characterizing vegetation

response, such as evapotranspiration (Pôças et al. 2013). MODIS products currently

available also include an actual evapotranspiration dataset (Mu et al. 2011) with high-

temporal resolution, which can also be used in SDM applications.

RS ability to inform on ecosystem and landscape dynamics is a valuable asset to

anticipate changes in the status of threatened species and habitats (Cabello et al. 2012). For

vulnerable species, integrative approaches combining RS and SDM can improve inference

and prediction at the landscape level (Parviainen et al. 2013). Although much effort has

been employed in developing methods to spatially predict habitat suitability for vulnerable

and/or rare plant species at multiple spatial scales (Gogol-Prokurat 2011; Lomba et al.

2010), the effects of short-term environmental fluctuations on habitat suitability, distri-

bution and abundance of those species are seldom addressed.

Here we describe a framework combining SDMs, landscape structural metrics and a

time-series of remotely-sensed proxies of vegetation functioning to predict inter-annual

variations in habitat suitability at the landscape level. The approach was implemented with

Veronica micrantha, an Iberian endemic plant species with ‘‘vulnerable’’ conservation

status and protected under European and National law. Our overarching goals were: (i) to

assess and rank the predictive ability of RS variables related to vegetation functioning and

actual evapotranspiration, as well as of variables related to landscape structural features,

fire regime and soils to explain the distribution of the test-species, and to combined them

through model-averaging; (ii) to evaluate temporal variations in habitat suitability by

performing model hindcasting and thereby generating a time-series of habitat suitability;

(iii) to assess the added-value of this time-series of habitat suitability by comparing the

model performance of single-year versus multi-temporal averaged predictions; and (iv) to
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explore potential causes for inter-annual changes in habitat suitability related to alterations

in precipitation, temperature, and land cover/use. Finally, we discuss the potential of our

framework to improve the monitoring of vulnerable species and to support local conser-

vation planning and management, while discussing potential caveats and perspectives for

future developments and applications.

Methods

Study area and test-species distribution

The study area is located in northern Portugal bounded by 7.785�W–7.471�W longitude

and 41.391�N–41.640�N latitude. It comprises the full extent of Vila Pouca de Aguiar

municipality with an area of roughly 437 km2 (Fig. 1). The elevation ranges from 225 m

a.s.l. in the valley areas to 1200 m in the mountain tops (Supplementary material S1).

V. micrantha Hoffmanns & Link (Scrophulariaceae; hereafter V. micrantha) is a

perennial herbaceous plant with flowering typically occurring from May to July. Polli-

nation is commonly entomophilous and the plant does not display a specific strategy for

seed dispersal. It is an endemic species which distribution is restricted to the central- and

north-western Iberian Peninsula (Sousa-Silva et al. 2014). In Portugal it occurs in the

northern and centre regions, with approximately 500 reported individuals (CEC 2009). Our

study-area encompasses some of the most central and large populations, hence its sig-

nificance for the conservation of the species. The species has been reported to occur in

open-spaces of deciduous woodland landscape matrices, heaths and herbaceous commu-

nities of forest fringes and riparian galleries, preferring shaded biotopes with humid soils

(Peraza Zurita 2011; Sousa-Silva et al. 2014). Under the rainier conditions of the temperate

Atlantic climate, V. micrantha also occurs in ruderal areas along rural tracks with forb

vegetation.

Fig. 1 Main features of the study-area (a) and its location in mainland Portugal (b) and in Europe (c).
(Color figure online)
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Listed in the Habitats Directive (92/43/EEC of 21 May 1999, Annex II), V. micrantha is

considered an important asset by both European and National laws. However, due to low

number of individuals, fragmented subpopulations, and recorded decreasing trends in

population size, V. micrantha is listed as Vulnerable in the 2011 IUCN Red List of

Vascular Plants, with forest exploitation and conversion, and roads highlighted as main

threats (Bilz et al. 2011; Peraza Zurita 2011).

Field data collection and sampling

SDMs were used to increase sampling efficiency and detectability as suggested by recent

research (Guisan et al. 2006; Le Lay et al. 2010). Pre-existing V. micrantha distribution

data for northern Portugal, collected mostly from herbaria sources, totalling 38 presence

records represented in a 1 km2 regular grid, were used to develop a preliminary presence-

only MaxEnt model (Phillips and Dudı́k 2008). A good predictive accuracy was obtained

with the preliminary model (AUC = 0.81; Supplementary material S2). This model was

spatially projected and used to select 32 sampling locations in the study-area, with

selection probabilities proportional to habitat suitability which allowed maximizing

detection probability.

Field campaigns to collect new data were performed during Spring and early Summer of

2011. An approximately linear transect along each 1 km2 quadrat diagonal was followed

with controlled time for standardizing surveying effort proportionally to the landscape

heterogeneity. Different land cover categories, occurring throughout the transect path, were

surveyed to maximize the coverage of different vegetation and environmental conditions.

When required, specific locations/habitats outside the diagonal where surveyed if the

probability of occurrence was presumably high, following the assessment by experienced

field botanists and supported by ancillary GIS data for the study-area. During fieldwork,

five locations which were considered inaccessible for complete surveying were discarded.

A total of 27 records were available after field surveys including 20 presence records and 7

absences.

Multi-model inference–hypothesis definition and variable selection

Multi-model inference (MMI), based on measures such as the Akaike information criterion

(AIC), enables comparing and ranking multiple competing models (Burnham et al. 2011;

Burnham and Anderson 2002; Symonds and Moussalli 2011). MMI requires an a priori

definition of multiple competing hypotheses, ideally fewer than the sample size (Burnham

et al. 2011). In this study, competing hypotheses were supported by previous research,

literature review (Table 1 and, Supplementary material S3 for further details), expert-

knowledge, as well as observations during in-field surveys regarding V. micrantha eco-

logical requirements and distribution.

Predictor variables used in model development

The selection of predictor variables focused on landscape level ecological determinants of

the test-species distribution related to vegetation functioning dynamics (VFD), landscape

composition (percentage cover of certain land cover types) and configuration (spatial

arrangement of landscape elements), water availability, soil types, and fire regime

(Table 1). Modelling procedures were performed on a regular grid with 1 km2 units,
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Table 1 Predictor variables related to each hypothesis/model

Hypothesis/model Predictors Rationale References

M1: Vegetation
functioning
dynamics—
productivity

MAXVL (DN)
AMPLT (DN)

The properties of annual NDVI time-
series can be summarized in a set of
metrics with the ability to
dynamically and synoptically
capture changes in phenology and
productivity of earth ecosystems
and provide insights about habitat
quality and vegetation functioning.
These metrics were divided in two
types of measures: (i) productivity
(M1; MAXVL—peak value;
AMPLT—seasonal amplitude), and,
(ii) phenology (M2; MIDSN—mid
of growing season, in days;
START—start of season, in days)

Zimmermann et al.
(2007)

Bradley and
Fleishman (2008)

Ivits et al. (2011)
Cord et al. (2014)

M2: Vegetation
functioning
dynamics—
phenology

MIDSN (DN)
START (DN)

M3: Landscape
composition

PAGFO (SD)
PURBD (SD)

Several studies have shown the
importance of landscape pattern, in
particular of landscape composition
and configuration for predicting the
distribution, relative abundance, and
richness of different species. Given
this we considered two models
related to: (i) landscape
composition (M3; PAGFO—%
covered by agroforestry; PURBD—
% covered by discontinuous low-
density urban–rural areas) and
spatial configuration (M4;
MEDPS—median patch size in m2;
TEDGE—Total patch edge, in
meters considering all land cover
categories)

Lomba et al. (2010)
Thornton et al. (2011)
Sousa-Silva et al.

(2014)
M4: Landscape

configuration
MEDPS (SD)
TEDGE (SD)

M5: Soil type PCAMB (ST) Recent works using SDMs have
shown the relevance of predictor
variables related to soil type or soil
attributes to enhance rare species
predictions at a local scale. Soil
related variables (e.g., % cover of
cambisols; PCAMB) were included
in M5

Wiser et al. (1998)
Lomba et al. (2010)
Gogol-Prokurat

(2011)

M6: Water availability EVPTR (DN)
RDENS (ST)

Actual evapotranspiration (EVPTR) is
an important element of energy and
water balance conveying important
constraints on water availability at
the land surface. Therefore, EVPTR
influences ecosystem parameters
and processes such as soil moisture
content, vegetation productivity,
water balance, and ecosystem
nutrient, highlighting the
interactions between EVPTR and
several other earth-system processes
(M6). River density in each grid
unit (RDENS, in m.km-2) was also
used as a proxy for water
availability and soil moisture

Hawkins et al. (2003)
Wever et al. (2002)
Fisher et al. (2011)
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following the available resolution for some of the predictor variables as well as for V.

micrantha records. To examine multicollinearity effects, predictors were tested for pair-

wise correlations using Spearman’s correlation coefficient and variance inflation factors

(VIF; Supplementary material S4, S5). All pairwise correlations had an absolute value

below 0.6 and thus predictors were all kept for subsequent analyses. In addition, no
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

VIF
p

[ 2 was found in competing models signalling low to moderate multicollinearity.

Predictor variables were categorized into three groups: static, semi-dynamic, and

dynamic. In the static group (Table 1), we considered those that either varied over geologic

time (soil types, river density) or that were based on the analysis of a fixed time period

(e.g., fire regime). In both cases, only a single block was used to cover the entire time-

frame being analysed. For the distribution of soil types, the percentage cover of cambisols

for each grid unit was calculated (PCAMB). To capture the indirect proximal effects of

rivers on soil moisture and nutrient content levels we calculated the density of main rivers

(RDENS, in m km-2). To analyse fire regime effects, data from the National Forest Fires

Database (AFN 2011) was used to calculate the average area burned per year, between

2000 and 2009, for each grid unit (ABURN, in m2). Finally, to portray the temporal

tendency of burned area, we used the trend slope (BTRND, in m2 year-1) for the same

period using Sen-Theil’s method (Sen 1968).

Dynamic variables tend to display moderate to strong temporal fluctuations, as in the

case of variables related to VFD and evapotranspiration. For dynamic variables, we con-

sidered a number of blocks equal to the number of time-steps, totalling 10 years for the

interval 2001–2010. VFD metrics, calculated from NDVI time-series, were used as proxy

measures of vegetation properties related to productivity (e.g., maximum or mean annual

value), seasonality (e.g., intra-annual range) and phenology (e.g., start or end of the

growing-season) potentially related to V. micrantha habitat requirements at the landscape

level. The computation of VFD metrics was based on Jönsson and Eklundh (2004), using

free and open-access products derived from MODIS satellite data. Composites of 16-days

Table 1 continued

Hypothesis/model Predictors Rationale References

M7: Fire regime ABURN (ST)
BTRND (ST)

The effects of wildfires are of
particular importance in
Mediterranean landscapes where
they exert a strong influence on its
structure, functioning and
dynamics. Fire regime components
(frequency, season, intensity)
significantly influence the
composition and diversity of plant
communities at the local scale. This
effect was considered in M7
(ABURN—average burned area
between 2001 and 2010; BTRND—
burned area trend for the same
period)

Bowman and
Murphy (2010)

Gogol-Prokurat
(2011)

Reside et al. (2012)

M8: Intercept-only This model including a single
intercept-term was used as a
baseline comparison for model
fitting

–

Types of variables according to their spatiotemporal variability: DN dynamic predictors; SD semi-dynamic
predictors and; ST static predictors
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of MODIS NDVI (MOD13Q1 product), with spatial resolution of 250 m, were used for

each year of the 2001–2010 studied period. The double-logistic function-fitting method

was applied to reduce noise effects on data, generating a smoothed NDVI curve for each

year which was used to calculate VFD metrics (Eklundh and Jönsson 2010; Heumann et al.

2007). These two procedures were performed using the TIMESAT software (Jönsson and

Eklundh 2004). Based on their intrinsic ecological properties and on exploratory statistical

analysis (not shown), four VFD metrics were selected as predictor variables. All metrics

were multiplied by 104 and used as integers in modelling procedures. The maximum value

for the fitted function during the growing season (MAXVL) and seasonal amplitude

(AMPLT) were selected to represent primary productivity. The time for the start of the

growing-season (START, in days) and the time for the mid of the growing-season (zonal

maximum; MIDSN, in days) were selected to represent phenology. All VFD variables were

up-scaled to the same spatial resolution of species records (1000 m) using the mean (for

AMPLT and START) or the maximum (for MAXVL and MIDSN). Finally, to characterize

water availability we used the MODIS MOD16A3 actual evapotranspiration (EVPTR in

mm.year-1) product, computed according to Mu et al. (2011) with a spatial resolution of

1000 m comprising the studied period between 2001 and 2010.

Semi-dynamic variables comprised those exhibiting low to moderate temporal vari-

ability or which are unavailable for all the time-steps used for modelling (e.g., land cover).

In this case, two blocks covering the periods 2001–2005 and 2006–2010 were considered.

To analyse the effects of landscape structure on the test-species distribution, several

landscape pattern statistics were calculated for each grid unit. A modified version of Corine

Land Cover (Supplementary material S6) available for mainland Portugal for years 2000

and 2006 was used. For landscape composition we calculated the percentages covered by

agroforestry mosaics (PAGFO) and discontinuous low-density urban–rural areas

(PURBD). For capturing landscape spatial configuration, median patch size (MEDPS, in

m2) and the total length of patch edges (TEDGE, in m) were used.

For each previously specified hypotheses we devised a single model (Table 1; Sup-

plementary material S3) as recommended in Burnham et al. (2011). In this step we also

linked each predictor variable to its corresponding hypothesis/model thus providing a basis

for model fitting procedures. For baseline comparison purposes we used an intercept-only

model (M8).

Model development

Species occurrence (presence/absence) was related to predictor variables for the refer-

ence/calibration year of 2010 (Fig. 2) using Generalized Additive Models (GAMs). GAMs

are an extension of Generalized Linear Models recognized as a powerful and versatile

method (Guisan et al. 2002; Guisan and Zimmerman 2000) due to their ability to include

non-linear and asymmetric responses in species-environment relations. For this purpose,

we used the R package mgcv (Wood 2006), which includes a penalized regression spline

approach with automatic smoothness selection (Wood 2004), to reduce overfitting prob-

lems. A maximum basis dimension equal to 2 was set for smooth terms, and bivariate

models were combined through multi-model averaging, as described Lomba et al. (2010)

to further prevent overfitting.

For model comparison and ranking we used Akaike Information Criterion with a cor-

rection for finite sample size (AICc), following Symonds and Moussalli (2011). In order to

rank competing models, DAICc was calculated to build four groups discriminated by their

support to explain V. micrantha distribution patterns viz., substantial support: DAICc B 2;
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some support: 2\DAICc B 7; little support: 7\DAICc B 10; no support: DAICc[ 10

(Burnham and Anderson 2002). Multi-model averaging was performed using the ‘‘natural

averaging’’ procedure (sensu Burnham and Anderson 2002) combining all models within

the confidence set, i.e., for which DAICc\ 2 through a weighted-average using Akaike

weights.

In order to fully evaluate the competing models as well as the averaged-model, MMI

procedures were integrated with holdout cross-validation (Fig. 2). To perform the holdout

cross-validation, 500 evaluation rounds were implemented with a data split of 70 % for

model training and 30 % for testing, and balancing the number of presences and absences.

After these rounds we estimated the AICc using the mean (across all rounds) and from this

other MMI parameters were calculated, namely: DAICc and the Akaike weights (wi).

Competing models goodness-of-fit was assessed through Nagelkerke’s generalized

coefficient of determination (R2) and deviance (D2) averaged across all holdout cross-

validation rounds.

To assess performance of competing and averaged models, the area under the receiver

operating curve (AUC) and the true-skill statistic (TSS) were calculated for the test set.

In order to transform predicted probabilities into suitable/unsuitable areas we used a

threshold minimizing the straight-line distance between the receiver operating curve plot

and the upper-left corner of the unit square (Freeman and Moisen 2008).

Fig. 2 Flowchart representing model development to evaluate the spatiotemporal dynamics of habitat
suitability and to address the added-value of multi-temporal data
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Inter-annual analysis of habitat suitability

To assess the added-value of including multi-temporal RS variables with SDM, two types

of model-averaged predictions (MAP) were tested: (i) single-year predictions using data

solely for the calibration year of 2010; and, (ii) a multi-temporal mean, by model hind-

casting and then averaging predictions across the entire 2001–2010 time-series. This was

accomplished by replacing dynamic and semi-dynamic predictors at each time-step

(Table 1; Fig. 2). These two types of MAPs were then evaluated and compared through

holdout cross-validation for the same test sets used for assessing competing models.

Considering all areas predicted as suitable at least one time between 2001 and 2010, linear

regression and Pearson’s pairwise correlation (q) were used to investigate the association

between inter-annual anomalies in RS variables (MAXVL, EVPTR) and anomalies in average

temperature of the coldest month and total annual precipitation (collected from E-OBS, www.

ecad.eu/E-OBS/; and IPMA, https://www.ipma.pt; visited Dec-2014). We also analyzed the

relation between anomalies in RS variables (MAXVL, AMPLT and EVPTR) on the amount of

area predicted as suitable for each year. Anomalies were calculated by subtracting the median

value (between 2001 and 2010) to annual values. The effect of disturbances, such as motorway

construction and wildfires, on VFD metrics and actual evapotranspiration was also evaluated by

comparing areas that were either affected or unaffected by those disturbances.

Results

Performance of competing models

As measured by Deviance (D2) and R-squared (R2) statistics, which yielded very similar

results, individual competing models explained variation in sample data reasonably well,

with models M1 (D2 and R2 of 0.55 and 0.66, respectively), M6 (0.51, 0.65) and M7 (0.53,

0.66) obtaining the best scores (Table 2). These results were generally consistent with the

Table 2 Model ranking and selection table; K number of parameters (this value equals the sum of the
degrees of freedom for each smoothing spline in the model plus the intercept term; the exception is M8
which has only one parameter), LogLik log likelihood, AICc Akaike’s information criterion value (with finite
sample size correction), DAICc delta AICc, wi Akaike weights, D2 deviance, R2 Nagelkerke’s R-squared,
AUC area under the receiver operating curve and, TSS true-skill statistic calculated for the test set

Model
code

Model hypothesis K LogLik AICc DAICc wi D2 R2 AUC TSS

M1 VFD (productivity) 3.66 -4.94 19.61 0.00 0.25 0.55 0.66 0.81 0.67

M6 Water availability 3.50 -5.42 20.02 0.42 0.20 0.51 0.65 0.85 0.78

M5 Soils 2.00 -7.73 20.22 0.61 0.18 0.29 0.55 0.76 0.70

M7 Fire disturbance 3.92 -5.11 20.86 1.25 0.13 0.53 0.66 0.79 0.57

M3 Landscape
composition

3.39 -6.17 21.19 1.59 0.11 0.44 0.62 0.75 0.62

M2 VFD (phenology) 3.19 -7.07 22.36 2.76 0.06 0.35 0.58 0.76 0.66

M4 Landscape
configuration

3.07 -7.64 23.11 3.50 0.04 0.30 0.55 0.74 0.59

M8 Intercept-only 1.00 -10.95 24.14 4.53 0.03 0.00 0.38 0.50 0.00

With exception of DAICc and wi, all values in the table present the average across all 500 cross-validation
rounds
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AICc ranking, with exceptions for M5 (0.29, 0.55) and M3 (0.44, 0.62), although com-

parisons must be restricted due to the different degrees of freedom in competing models.

The AUC evaluation (average value across all test sets) displayed relatively similar results,

with competing models performance going from fair (M2, M3, M4, M5, M7,

AUC = 0.74–0.79) to good (M1, AUC = 0.81 and M6, AUC = 0.85). The intercept-only

model (M8) revealed no predictive ability regardless of the performance statistic.

Multi-model inference: model ranking and averaging

MMI results (Table 2) revealed high uncertainty from competing models, thus supporting

the use of model-averaging procedures with Akaike weights [wi = (0, 1)] defining the

relative contribution of each competing model to averaged predictions. In decreasing order

of support, competing models M1 (VFD-productivity; DAICc = 0.00, wi = 0.25), M6

(Water availability; DAICc = 0.42, wi = 0.20), M5 (Soils; DAICc = 0.61, wi = 0.18),

M7 (Fire disturbance; DAICc = 1.25, wi = 0.13) and M3 (Landscape composition;

DAICc = 1.59, wi = 0.11) obtained substantial support and were thus included in the

confidence set, later used for multi-model averaging. Competing models M2 (VFD-phe-

nology; DAICc = 2.76, wi = 0.06) and M4 (Landscape configuration; DAICc = 3.50,

wi = 0.04) obtained comparatively much less support. The intercept-only model (M8)

obtained the lowest support (DAICc = 4.53, wi = 0.03).

Regarding the model-averaged predictions, although good results were attained for

single-year predictions (AUC = 0.88, TSS = 0.82), the inclusion of RS data in multi-

temporal predictions further increased model accuracy (AUC = 0.95, TSS = 0.92)

(Table 3).

Determinants and inter-annual fluctuations of habitat suitability
at the landscape level

A substantial portion of the study-area was considered suitable for the test species, at least

at one time-step of the focal period (63 %). However, when focusing on areas most often

predicted, this area decreased considerably (only 21 % for the entire focal period), as well

as the spatial contiguity of suitable habitat (Fig. 3). Suitable areas are generally distributed

along low-elevation areas and valleys, often close to rivers or areas with high water

availability, and locations with high productivity and seasonality dynamics. Suitable areas

are also related to agroforestry mosaics (with dispersed and intermixed agricultural and

forest patches) and discontinuous urban–rural elements with edge and ruderal habitats

(Table 2; Supplementary material S7). In addition, a negative association was detected

Table 3 Evaluation statistics for the two types of model-averaged predictions (MAP): (i) single-year
prediction (using only the calibration year of 2010), and, (ii) model-averaged predictions with the multi-
temporal mean (average predictions for 2001–2010)

Test of MAP Evaluation metric Average SD

Single-year AUC 0.88 0.16

TSS 0.82 0.22

Multi-temporal mean AUC 0.95 0.08

TSS 0.92 0.14

Performance statistics: AUC area under the receiver operating curve, and, TSS true-skill statistic, were
aggregated using the mean and standard-deviation across all 500 holdout cross-validation rounds
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between average burned area and habitat suitability (Figs. 3, 4; Supplementary material

S7).

During the studied time-frame (2001–2010) a large decrease in habitat suitability or in

the amount of suitable areas was recorded for years 2005 and 2006, related to the severe

drought of 2004–2005 and with the high-incidence of wildfires in 2005 (Fig. 4). Following

this period, a partial recovery of habitat suitability was observed in 2007, followed by a

new decrease towards 2009, an apparent lag response to the 2007 drought conditions.

Effects of inter-annual changes in climate and land cover on habitat
suitability dynamics

Overall, inter-annual anomalies (Fig. 5) in remotely-sensed variables of vegetation func-

tioning (MAXVL) and evapotranspiration (EVPTR) were positively related to anomalies in

annual precipitation (MAXVL: R2 = 0.63, q = 0.79; EVPTR: R2 = 0.23, q = 0.48) and

Fig. 3 a Number of suitable habitat predictions between 2001 and 2010 for each grid unit. Burned area is
displayed in proportional circles for enabling the comparison of suitable areas against fire-prone locations;
b, c study-area broader geographical context. (Color figure online)
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average minimum temperature of the coldest month (MAXVL: R2 = 0.38, q = 0.62;

EVPTR: R2 = 0.49, q = 0.70).

When comparing areas affected and unaffected by changes in land cover, derived from

the construction of new motorways during 2002–2006 or from wildfires, inter-annual (i.e.,

non-seasonal) variation in remote-sensing variables (MAXVL, AMPLT and EVPTR)

showed that these variables were sensitive to changes (Fig. 6). Both types of disturbances

caused strong decreases in vegetation functioning variables (MAXVL, AMPLT; Fig. 6a–

d), especially during the period 2002–2007 (i.e., throughout the motorways construction

period) followed by some recovery towards 2008. For wildfires, declines were mostly

observed in 2004–2006, during and after large fire events occurring in 2004 and, espe-

cially, 2005. Actual evapotranspiration (EVPTR; Fig. 6e, f) was overall less sensitive to

changes induced by motorway construction and more sensitive to wildfires and drought

conditions (especially in the period 2004–2005, followed by a slow recovery after these

years). In turn, anomalies in number of predicted suitable areas by year recorded strong

positive associations to RS variables (Fig. 7; MAXVL: R2 = 0.93, q = 0.97; AMPLT:

R2 = 0.51, q = 0.72; EVPTR: R2 = 0.66, q = 0.81).

Fig. 4 Plot representing the inter-annual variation in total number of suitable areas predicted (black line),
along with auxiliary data related to the total amount of burned area in the study-site (in hectares; orange
line) and, the variation in total annual precipitation (blue line) showing 3 years with severe drought
conditions: 2004, 2005 and 2007. (Color figure online)
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Discussion

Combining structural and functional determinants for better predictions
of habitat suitability

MMI results emphasized the strong predictive ability of RS variables related to VFD

(Table 2), highlighting their usefulness for developing robust SDMs and habitat suitability

predictions (Bradley and Fleishman 2008; Cord et al. 2014; Zimmermann et al. 2007).

Water availability, quantified from the MODIS actual evapotranspiration product, also

contributed to explain landscape patterns of habitat suitability (Table 2), confirming its

importance for SDMs and other ecological assessments (Fisher et al. 2011; Hawkins et al.

2003). Our results suggest that, despite the relatively coarse spatial resolution considered in

the study, RS-based variables were capable of capturing vegetation functional attributes

and the heterogeneity of landscape mosaics that are linked with V. micrantha

Fig. 5 Biplots displaying the association between anomalies (annual value minus the median for the whole
studied period 2001–2010) in maximum value of the growing season (left column) or Actual
Evapotranspiration (right column) and anomalies in total precipitation from the previous year (identified
as lag ?1 year; first row) and average minimum temperature of the coldest month (second row) which show
the effect of inter-annual variations in climatic conditions in remotely sensed indicators. Values for RS
variables represent the anomaly in each year (from 2001 to 2010) in the median across the study-area, and
considering only sites predicted as suitable at least one time in 2001–2010. Rsq coefficient of determination
for the regression line, Pearson cor. Pearson correlation between variables
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Fig. 6 Boxplots showing the effect of motorways (constructed during 2002–2006; left-side of the panel)
and wildfires (right-side) on the temporal variation of predictor variables: seasonal amplitude (AMPLT),
maximum value of the growing season (MAXVL) and actual evapotranspiration (EVPTR) for the
2001–2010 period. Plotted locations only include areas that were at least one time predicted as suitable by
the averaged model. Grey boxes represent affected areas (by motorways or wildfires) while white boxes
represent control/unaffected areas by both types of disturbances. Outliers were represented as circles, i.e.,
values lying outside the box 1.5 times the inter-quartile range
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Fig. 7 Biplots showing the
association between the number
of suitable areas predicted per
year (one point by year between
2001 and 2010) and anomalies
(calculated as the annual value
minus the median for the whole
studied period 2001–2010) in the
maximum value of the growing
season (left), seasonal amplitude
(center) and actual
evapotranspiration (right).
Values for RS variables represent
the anomaly in each year (from
2001 to 2010) in the median
across the study-area, and
considering only sites predicted
as suitable at least one time in
2001–2010. Rsq coefficient of
determination for the regression
line, Pearson cor. Pearson
correlation between variables
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suitable habitat. Typically, the species occurs in landscapes with high levels of produc-

tivity, seasonality and water availability (Supplementary material S7). High levels of

productivity have been positively related to diversity (e.g., Bai et al. 2007), which matches

our observations that the species is often found in species-rich and heterogeneous mosaics.

Additionally, we found a clear negative association between habitat suitability for V.

micrantha and fire occurrence (average burned area per year, and its trend; see Supple-

mentary material S7), another result with important consequences for conservation man-

agement (Driscoll et al. 2010; Gogol-Prokurat 2011).

Although with comparatively less relevance, features related to soils and to landscape

composition and configuration yielded additional (and partially interrelated) contributions

to explain habitat suitability (see Table 2). The distribution of agroforestry mosaics, low-

density discontinuous urban–rural areas, and edge habitats were particularly relevant for V.

micrantha, highlighting the importance of small-scale heterogeneous landscapes for con-

servation (Thornton et al. 2011). Phenological attributes of vegetation attained consider-

ably less support for explaining the distribution of the test species (see Table 2), apparently

contradicting results from other studies (e.g., Cord et al. 2014; Ivits et al. 2011) in which

phenology attained higher predictive importance. To a certain extent, comparisons are

hindered due to differences in the species tested. Still, this may reflect the fact that V.

micrantha is associated to different vegetation types (e.g., deciduous woodlands fringes,

heathlands and herbaceous communities) with a wide spectrum of vegetation phenologies’,

which hampers the model ability to discriminate between suitable and unsuitable locations.

Such limitations may be overcome through the inclusion of phenology metrics within

modelling procedures to characterize the heterogeneity of flowering periods or different

durations of the growing-season in a given landscape. Another approach would be to

combine continuous vegetation functioning metrics into a discrete map of ecosystem

functional types at the landscape level (Alcaraz et al. 2006). Such data could then be used

to quantify landscape heterogeneity and analyse spatial patterns.

Overall, our results strongly emphasize the importance of simultaneously considering

landscape attributes related to function, composition and spatial configuration to improve

the explanation of ecological patterns (Vaz et al. 2015).

Habitat suitability dynamics and the conservation of vulnerable species

Based on multi-temporal remote-sensing data, our approach allowed exploring the effects

of short-term fluctuations in environmental conditions on the spatiotemporal dynamics of

landscape level of habitat suitability for our test-species (see Figs. 4, 5). Thus, it con-

tributes to clarify the mechanisms underpinning species’ responses to fluctuations in

habitat suitability derived from multiple and often overlapping sources of disturbance, such

as land cover changes and wildfires, but also to strong inter-annual climatic variability

(such as drought conditions; see Figs. 5, 6, 7). This is especially useful since these fluc-

tuations may pose additional threats to vulnerable species with already small and highly

fragmented populations and hence higher extinction risk (Bilz et al. 2011; Peraza Zurita

2011). Such added-value may be particularly useful when conservation plans are based on

adaptive management strategies focused on maintaining key ecosystem processes and

functions (Haney and Power 1996). In addition, by focusing on the landscape level, our

approach presents several advantages for the focal species conservation namely because

local and regional management frequently target this scale for planning and are typically

multi-objective (e.g., Sayer et al. 2013), and also because, from a monitoring perspective, it
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allows to identify and assess landscape change processes and dynamics (Mairota et al.

2015; Nagendra et al. 2013) affecting habitat suitability and biodiversity.

Habitat suitability time-series can also provide useful inputs for systematic conservation

planning (Pressey et al. 2007), allowing to assess and rank suitable habitat areas according

to their relative stability in time. By identifying locations that have lost their suitability in a

recent past due to environmental changes, our approach may help to spatially prioritize

habitat protection and restoration actions with higher benefits for species persistence

(Renton et al. 2012). Among other aspects, RS data could be used for monitoring the

dynamics and the temporal stability of suitable locations and their habitat quality (Mairota

et al. 2015; Vaz et al. 2015) and serve as early-warning system helping to identify critical

changes in essential variables (Skidmore et al. 2015).

Contributions of the framework to improve the monitoring of vulnerable
species

Incorporating high-temporal resolution data related to landscape-level vegetation func-

tioning and evapotranspiration in SDMs conveyed better predictions and the ability to

evaluate spatiotemporal habitat suitability dynamics. This has several obvious implications

for improving the effectiveness of biodiversity monitoring (Kerr and Ostrovsky 2003;

Pettorelli et al. 2014; Skidmore et al. 2015). First, this may provide some evidence that RS-

based functional metrics could provide early-warnings of changes in ecosystem processes

affecting habitat suitability, well before assessments based on structural metrics such as

those derived from land cover maps (Bradley and Fleishman 2008; Cabello et al. 2012;

Cord et al. 2014). Second, since the later typically have lower update frequencies and

higher production costs (especially for moderate or high spatial resolution products such as

those used here), a RS-based functional approach using freely accessible data (e.g.,

MODIS, Landsat, Sentinel-2) could also potentially improve the cost-efficiency of vul-

nerable species monitoring. Third, the spatiotemporal dynamics of habitat suitability and

the RS variables used in SDMs can be employed by regional or local authorities to devise

monitoring schemes to develop useful vegetation or ecosystem functioning indicators

aimed to track (or even anticipate) shifts in biodiversity (Cabello et al. 2012; Nagendra

et al. 2013; Pettorelli et al. 2014). Fourth, reporting on threatened species (such as V.

micrantha), with periodical information requests on their conservation status (Sousa-Silva

et al. 2014), could potentially benefit from the proposed framework to develop compre-

hensive indicators based on species’ spatiotemporal dynamics and to detail pressures

affecting them. Finally, by taking advantage of an iterative and model-based design (as

implemented in this study), existing data on species occurrence can be used to improve

species detectability and cover data gaps especially for vulnerable and/or rare species

(Guisan et al. 2006; Le Lay et al. 2010).

Using this approach, improved monitoring can also be achieved in cases where small-

scale landscapes are prone to frequent and various disturbances, especially those related to

fire occurrence, or then submitted to drastic changes in land cover/use (e.g., large infras-

tructures). In this sense, landscape-level vegetation functioning attributes derived from

spectral vegetation indices time-series (e.g., NDVI) have proved useful for their capacity to

provide a synthetic overview of ecosystem changes caused by multiple drivers (Brook et al.

2008). Moreover, our results show that, as expected, RS variables were sensitive to inter-

annual variations in temperature and precipitation (Figs. 5, 6). The tested multi-temporal

mean approach (Fig. 2; Table 3) can be used to generate improved predictions by aver-

aging habitat suitability time-series and thereby capturing long-term trends. Moreover,
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analysing or aggregating multi-temporal predictions (using the mean as in this case, or

other statistical measures), instead of relying on a preliminary multi-temporal aggregation

of RS variables (e.g., Coops et al. 2009; Cord et al. 2014), can provide a more robust

framework to evaluate shifts and trends in suitable habitat dynamics and to assess pressures

affecting it (Figs. 5, 6, 7).

Limitations, sources of uncertainty, and future prospects

As in any practical application of models in conservation and management, uncertainties

underlying models and their predictions should be carefully handled and efficiently

communicated to stakeholders (Guisan et al. 2013). These uncertainties mainly derive from

caveats that vulnerable and rare species distributions pose to model development, due to

the frequently small occurrence datasets (Lomba et al. 2010; Wiser et al. 1998). Overfitting

may also be an issue, however model-averaging parsimonious bivariate models in a MMI

framework, similarly to Lomba et al. (2010), may prove beneficial.

Temporal (Tuanmu et al. 2011) as well as spatial transferability (Randin et al. 2006)

also pose some limitations that require careful inspection. Here, given the short time-span

of this study, niche conservatism was assumed. In a recent review, Peterson (2011) found

that ecological niche characteristics are strongly preserved over short to moderate time-

frames. However, to fully evaluate temporal transferability, historical time-series on spe-

cies occurrence would be required (not available in our case) coupled with appropriate

methods (e.g., Rapacciuolo et al. 2014). Given the relatively small extent of the study-area

[compared to the full species range in Iberia (Sousa-Silva et al. 2014)], spatial transfer-

ability may be more problematic, reducing model forecast ability for other regions (Randin

et al. 2006). As such, our results for V. micrantha are mostly applicable to the test-area, but

the framework can be easily generalized to its whole range as more data becomes available

to fully encompass the species environmental niche.

RS based variables also pose some challenges in a modelling context due to various ‘noise’

sources (Hird and McDermid 2009; Jönsson and Eklundh 2004). However, appropriate pre-

processing methods—such as geometric, atmospheric, as well as smoothing/filtering routines

(Hird and McDermid 2009; Jönsson and Eklundh 2004)—can be used to minimize those

problems. Therefore, the selection of an appropriate algorithm for time-series smoothing and

its parametrization are crucial aspects to adequately fill data gaps and filter noise from

undetected clouds or poor atmospheric conditions (Kandasamy et al. 2013).

Additional tests implementing the approach presented here are required, including other

species with different life-history traits, ranges and habitat attributes, involving sensitivity

analyses as well as methods to cope with model uncertainties. Besides species presence/

absence, other parameters could also be modelled with RS multi-temporal indices, such as

abundance, habitat quality or population fitness. This will further improve the integration

of multi-temporal RS data in SDMs as a way to inform and advance biodiversity moni-

toring and conservation.
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